Analyzing Structural Features of Proteins from Deep-Sea Organisms
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Abstract

Protein adaptations to extreme environmental conditions are drivers in biotechnological process optimization and essential to unravel the molecular limits of life. Most proteins with such desirable adaptations are found in extremophilic organisms inhabiting extreme environments. The deep sea is such an environment and a promising resource that poses multiple extremes on it’s inhabitants. Conditions like high hydrostatic pressure and high or low temperature are prevalent and many deep-sea organisms tolerate multiple of these extremes. While molecular adaptations to high temperature are comparatively good described, adaptations to other extremes like high pressure
are not well understood yet. To fully unravel the molecular mechanisms of individual adaptations it is probably necessary to disentangle multifactorial adaptations. In this study we evaluate differences of protein structures from deep-sea organisms and their respective related proteins from non-deep-sea organisms. We created a data collection of 1,281 experimental protein structures from 25 deep-sea organisms and paired them with orthologous proteins. We exhaustively evaluate differences between the protein pairs with machine learning and Shapley Values to determine characteristic differences in sequence and structure. The results show a reasonable discrimination of deep-sea and non-deep-sea proteins from which we distinguish correlations previously attributed to thermal stability from other signals potentially describing adaptions to high pressure. While some distinct correlations can be observed the overall picture appears intricate.

Introduction

Exploiting the properties of proteins from extremophilic microorganisms is a highly active area of research.\textsuperscript{1-5} Understanding molecular protein adaptations towards extreme conditions would enable effective design and engineering of proteins with specific properties, which would have important implications for biotechnological processes in many fields like pharmacology, agriculture and biofuels production.\textsuperscript{1,4-10} While this research objective is around for multiple decades, in recent years, the understanding of extreme environments and extremophiles has increased tremendously.\textsuperscript{4,11} Increasing efforts in metagenomics for a variety of environments provides a continuously growing number of genomic data from extreme environments,\textsuperscript{4,5,12,13} which in turn yields a rich source of protein data from extremophiles. Not surprisingly, there is a great interest to systematically analyze the data currently available.

Most extreme environments on earth are characterized by multiple extremes.\textsuperscript{11} One of the largest and a particular interesting extreme environment is the deep-sea. It poses multiple extreme conditions on its inhabitants and for this reason, many deep-sea organisms likely exhibit multiple adaptations.\textsuperscript{4,9,11,14,15} The extremes in the deep-sea are a temperature range
from high temperature at hydrothermal vents with up to 120°C to low temperature at the sediment of around 2°C. Especially, elevated hydrostatic pressure is inherent in this biom. The average pressure at the ocean floor is 38 MPa and reaches a maximum of approximately 110 MPa at the Challenger Deep of Mariana Trench. In addition, other stressors like an extreme salt range can be found in the deep-sea sediment and at hydrothermal vents.

Within this study we aim to disentangle the multi-factorial aspects of several adaptations in proteins from deep-sea organisms. We are specifically interested to decipher potential protein adaptations to high hydrostatic pressure. The organisms that live under elevated pressure or even need high pressure to grow are called piezophiles (or barophiles). Protein adaptations to high pressure are not well described and the identification of a molecular signature for high pressure is complicated through other prevailing extremes for example the temperature differences of most high pressure environments. Different studies also suggest that pressure adaptations might be challenging to detect, because they might be rather subtle and pronounced differently in different protein classes. In addition, like for other extremes, protective mechanisms on the cellular level also seem to play a role as an adaptive strategy in some piezophiles, which demonstrates that not all pressure adaptations need to be encoded in the protein.

In contrast to pressure, the adaptations to high temperature are by far the most well-described extreme adaptations. Numerous studies are comparing thermophiles and mesophiles. Even diverse protein engineering efforts demonstrated the thermal stabilization of proteins. Comparison based studies investigating correlating protein properties between homologous proteins of thermophiles and mesophiles even suggest that a global or "nearly universal" signature of protein thermal adaptations exists. However, while intensively studied a fully precise and global physical picture sufficient to enable large-scale rational protein design is not yet derived. Despite general trends it seems that an essential bottleneck is that a complex context-dependent combinations of multiple factors determines the stability toward extreme temperature.
Equipped with the insights of the last decades on protein adaptations to high temperature we aim to delineate high temperature protein adaptations from potential high pressure adaptations in proteins from deep-sea extremophiles inhabiting both, a high pressure and high temperature environment. By taking this perspective not only potential pressure adaptations might be deciphered, but even further insights into the still intricate facets of thermal adaptations might be provided.

Currently, not many studies are taking a data-driven perspective to compare characteristics of proteins of piezophiles or deep-sea organisms with their homologs from other environments. Of the existing studies most are comparing amino acids preferences in the proteom based on genome data\textsuperscript{16,27-31} while analysis of protein structures on a larger scale are becoming available only recently.\textsuperscript{32} Consequently, it becomes interesting to assess the state of experimental protein structures from deep-sea organisms currently available and comprehensively analyze their features regarding adaptations.

In this study we first establish a data set of protein structures from deep-sea organisms. We collect names of organisms living in the deep-sea from literature and map those names to the Protein Data Bank (PDB).\textsuperscript{33} Based on the collected protein structures we assess the current state of available experimental structural protein data of deep-sea organisms. Using the deep-sea protein data we further collect protein structures from organisms not from the deep-sea to compile a data set of orthologous pairs. Protein pairs are selected such that they are related, meaning they are reasonably similar in sequence and structure. This selection aims to enable the isolation of correlating protein features involved in adaptation mechanisms by minimizing evolutionary changes unrelated to extreme adaptations. Subsequently, we analyze a wide range of protein features in a comprehensive top-down machine learning-based feature selection process. The goal is to isolate sequence and structure features that differentiate proteins of deep-sea organisms from proteins of organisms inhabiting different environments. In these experiments we (i) evaluate if there are distinguishing differences between deep-sea proteins and proteins from other environments, like mesophilic and ther-
mophilic organisms and in different protein classes. Then (ii) we determine which features are characteristic and important for differentiation. Finally, (iii) we compare the relevant features derived to already described protein characteristics of thermophiles to assign the observed signals to the individual extremes.

Materials and Methods

Collection of Deep-Sea Protein Structures

The names of microorganisms found in the deep-sea were collected from literature (see\textsuperscript{17,34-36} for an overview). The literature for each organism was reviewed manually. The resulting list of organism names was matched to the source organism annotation in the PDB to retrieve protein structures (using the binomial nomenclature and manual review). The list of PDB entries resulting from this protocol can be seen as the currently available experimental deep-sea protein structure data in the PDB. The list of deep-sea organism names collected from literature and the corresponding PDB entries can be found in the supplementary information (\texttt{deep\_sea\_species.tsv} and \texttt{deep\_sea\_pdocs.tsv}).

Generation of Potential Orthologous Protein Pairs

Based on the collected deep-sea protein structures potential orthologous protein structures in the PDB were searched. Three protein similarity methods are used to identify protein chain pairs that are related in sequence and structure. All sequences from the deep-sea PDB entries are selected based on the \texttt{_entity\_poly.pdbx\_seq\_one\_letter\_code} data field in the CIF files. Exact sequence duplicates from the same PDB entry were removed, e.g. from homo-meric assemblies to avoid redundant computation. The remaining deep-sea chains are subject to the following protocol to generate orthologous structure pairs from each protein chain.

First, the deep-sea protein chains were used as input to HH-suite\textsuperscript{37} (version v3.3.0). HH-suite performs profile-profile alignments of Hidden Markov Models (HMM) to assess the
relationship of protein sequences. HH-suite is able to sensitively identify remote homologous with low sequence identity.\textsuperscript{38} We used HHblits\textsuperscript{37} with UniRef30\textsubscript{2020}\textsubscript{06}\textsuperscript{39} to generate HMM profiles for the deep-sea protein chains (using 3 iterations). The created profiles are then used as input to HHsearch\textsuperscript{37} to search PDB70 (http://wwwuser.gwdg.de/~compbiol/data/hhsuite/databases/hhsuite_dbs/ version 210115) for homologous sequences. From the resulting hits those with a probability > 50 and E-value < 10\textsuperscript{-3} are kept as potential orthologous partner to a deep-sea chain.

The second phase aims to enrich the protein collection found with HHsearch. Since HH-suite comes with PDB70 a pre-computed search database of profiles from a clustered and redundancy reduced version of the PDB a substantial number of sequences from the PDB are removed. However, in this study we are interested in highly similar proteins as long as they are from different organisms. Instead of generating a non-redundant profile database of the whole PDB, which is highly computational intensive, we further enriched our collection of potential protein pairs using the needle tool from EMBOSS suite\textsuperscript{40} (version 6.6.0). needle is an implementation of the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm for global sequence alignments. We use needle to compute all pairwise sequence alignments between each deep-sea protein chain and the sequences from the entire PDB. The gapopen and gapextend parameters were set to 10.0 and 0.5, respectively. From the resulting hits all pairs with a sequence identity > 25\% are kept as potential partner.

In an intermediate step all PDB entries from the potential hits that are present in the deep-sea set are removed from the potential hit list.

Finally, we use TM-align\textsuperscript{41} (version 20190822) to compute the final protein pairs by filtering the potential sequence hits from HH-suite and needle by fold similarity of the structure. TM-align computes a 3D-structural protein alignment by minimizing the TM-score. The TM-score is a length dependent measure for global fold similarity of two protein chains. We use a TM-score cutoff of 0.5, which has been reported as a criterion to identify protein chains of the same fold.\textsuperscript{42} Any protein chain matched based on sequence which has at least one of
the two resulting TM-scores below the threshold is removed.

This protocol is designed to collect protein chain pairs that are at least remotely related in sequence and at the same time share the same overall 3D-fold, which finally should provide a high probability that these proteins are evolutionary related and orthologous. The non-deep-sea data set collected by this protocol will be called decoy data set in the following.

Filtering Protein Structures

PDB entries containing DNA, RNA or chimeric entries or entities, i.e. protein chains from different organisms, were removed. Only structures solved with X-ray crystallography, with a resolution better than 3.0Å are kept. In addition, protein chains with a sequence length < 50 are removed. We also remove PDB entries with suspicious source organism names that contain any of the words "synthetic", "uncultured", "undefined", "unidentified", "artificial", the symbol "?" or where the organism name is empty.

The list of filtered pairs can be found in the supporting information (protein_pairs.tsv).

For the removal of highly redundant protein chains from our data sets we used the MMseqs2\textsuperscript{43} software suite (version 13-45111). The PDB contains many highly similar protein chains. On the one hand, we exploit this redundancy to deduce subtle difference between proteins from different organisms. On the other hand, for proteins from the same organism we want to avoid highly similar chains to avoid skewing the distribution in the subsequent evaluation. For this purpose MMseqs2 is applied with default parameters (greedy set cover strategy, coverage=0.8, min_seq_id=0.0) to the sequences of each organism separately. The source organism names were normalized by converting them to lower case and stripping off all words of the name after the first two. For each generated cluster a single representative is selected based on resolution, R-free and largest proportion of resolved residues in the structure. First, the protein chains of the deep-sea data set were clustered for each source organism separately. Second, the protein chains of the decoy set were clustered also for each source organism separately. After this step we removed identical sequences within the decoy set across all organisms.
Protein Features and Structure Preparation

In total 25 sequence and 45 structure features were computed and used in the experiments (see Table 1).

For sequence features the relative frequency of the 20 amino acids for each protein is computed as well as the relative frequency of amino acids with the physico-chemical properties: polar (SER, THR, TYR, ASN, GLN), hydrophobic (ALA, VAL, LEU, ILE, PRO, TRP, PHE, MET), positively charged (LYS, ARG), negatively charged (ASP, GLU) and aromatic (PHE, TRP, TYR).

Structure features can be grouped into the categories non-covalent molecular interactions, secondary structure features, features of the protein’s solvent-accessible-surface (SAS) and buried residues, buried waters, volume as well as rigidity/flexibility. Furthermore, features within these categories are combined to create new features.
Table 1: List of computed protein structure and sequence features. Counts of these features are computed per protein structure/sequence and used in the machine learning experiments. 'non-interacting' denotes potential interaction sites that are able to form a specific interaction but in the given state of the structure do not participate in an interaction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure features</th>
<th>Sequence features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hydrogen bonds</strong></td>
<td><strong>Secondary structure</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hbonds backbone-backbone</td>
<td>residues in helix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hbonds sidechain-sidechain</td>
<td>residues in strand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hbonds backbone-sidechain</td>
<td>residues in loop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acceptors backbone, non-interacting</td>
<td>Solvent-Accessible Surface (Å²)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>donors backbone, non-interacting</td>
<td>hydrophobic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acceptors sidechain, non-interacting</td>
<td>polar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>donors sidechain, non-interacting</td>
<td>sulfur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hbonds surface</td>
<td>pos. charged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acceptors surface, non-interacting</td>
<td>neg. charged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>donors surface, non-interacting</td>
<td>aromatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ionic interactions</strong></td>
<td>Buried residue mass (Da)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>salt bridges</td>
<td>hydrophobic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anions, non-interacting</td>
<td>polar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cations, non-interacting</td>
<td>sulfur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>salt bridges surface</td>
<td>pos. charged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anions surface, non-interacting</td>
<td>neg. charged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cations surface, non-interacting</td>
<td>aromatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aromatic interactions</strong></td>
<td>Water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cation π</td>
<td>buried waters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cation π surface</td>
<td>hydrophobic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aromatic π-π</td>
<td>polar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aromatic π-π surface</td>
<td>sulfur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aromatic π-π surface</td>
<td>pos. charged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aromatic, non-interacting</td>
<td>neg. charged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aromatic surface, non-interacting</td>
<td>aromatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hydrophobic interactions</strong></td>
<td>Volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hydroph. interactions</td>
<td>packing density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hydroph., non-interacting</td>
<td>Flexibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hydroph. interactions surface</td>
<td>torsional constraints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hydroph. interactions surface, non-interacting</td>
<td>independent hinge joints</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Amino acid proportions**
- ALA
- ARG
- ASN
- ASP
- CYS
- GLN
- GLU
- GLY
- HIS
- ILE
- LEU
- LYS
- MET
- PHE
- PRO
- SET
- THR
- TRP
- TYR
- VAL
- hydrophobic residues
- polar residues
- pos. charged residues
- neg. charged residues
- aromatic residues
All structure features except those in the category volume and flexibility were computed using the NAOMI\textsuperscript{44} library. The protonation states of each protein chain is determined with Protoss\textsuperscript{45}.

Hydrogen bonds and ionic interactions were computed using the definition and scoring within Protoss\textsuperscript{45}. Salt bridges were only computed between the residues ASP, GLU with LYS and ARG.

Cation-\(\pi\) and aromatic \(\pi-\pi\) interactions were computed with the NAOMI library. Cation-\(\pi\) interactions were considered between LYS and ARG with PHE, TYR or TRP with a distance threshold of \(< 6\AA\) between cation and ring center, as well as, a maximal deviation of \(2\AA\) of the cation from the normal defined at the ring center on the ring plane. \(\pi-\pi\) interactions were calculated between PHE, TYR and TRP with a maximal distance of 5.5\AA\ between ring centers.

Hydrophobic/lipophilic atoms were identified using the same definition as the JAMDA scoring function\textsuperscript{46}. A hydrophobic contact is predicted between two hydrophobic atoms if for their distance \(d\) applies \(vdW_{sum} < d < 1.75vdW_{sum}\). Hydrophobic contacts were only considered if they are between the side chains of ALA, VAL, LEU, ILE, PRO, TRP, PHE and MET.

Besides the number of observed interactions we also consider potential interaction sites such as atoms, lone pairs and \(\pi\) electron systems that are able to form a specific interaction but in the given state of the structure do not participate in an interaction. We term these 'non-interacting' in the following. An example are hydrogen bond acceptors or donors which are not involved in a hydrogen bond. We also consider interactions and non-interacting sites at certain locations in the protein structure, like on the protein surface or in sidechain and backbone for hydrogen bonds. All features in the category non-covalent interactions are represented by counts of each feature and are normalized by the number of all residues in the structure.

Secondary structure elements were computed with an implementation of the DSSP al-
algorithm within the NAOMI framework. Residues were assigned to the structure elements helix or strand based on the computation or as loop if neither helix nor strand was predicted. Secondary structure features are also normalized by the number of residues in the whole protein structure.

An SAS representation was calculated using the respective algorithm in HYDE from which features of different atoms on the surface could be derived (for example non-covalent interaction features located at the surface). The SAS is computed based on heavy atoms only. From the surface representation we derive the proportion of surface area made up by residues with the physico-chemical properties: hydrophobic, polar, positively and negatively charged, aromatic and sulfur containing residues (MET, CYS). The definitions of those properties are the same as for the sequence features, except sulfur containing residues. All surface area-based features are normalized by the surface area of the whole protein.

Analogously we compute the physico-chemical property distribution of residues buried within the protein (without surface contact). In addition to simply counting we weight the counts by the molecular weight (MW) to capture the size differences of single amino acids. These features are normalized by the MW of the whole protein.

The number of buried waters was used as a descriptor. A water molecule was considered buried if \(< \frac{1}{3}\) of it’s oxygen’s surface is part of the surface that is defined by the heavy atoms of the protein and waters of the complex. The surface was computed with the respective algorithm in HYDE.

Packing density was computed with ProteinVolume (version 1.3) as the van der Waals volume divided by the total volume of the structure in solution.

Rigidity/Flexibility descriptors were used from MSU ProFlex (https://github.com/psa-lab/ProFlex version 5.2, formally called FIRST). Specifically, we used the predicted number of torsional constraints and hinge joints as features to describe the global rigidity of the structure. Both features are normalized by the number of residues in the respective protein.
Machine Learning-based Feature Evaluation

Feature Selection Scheme

To evaluate the collected protein structure pairs for expressive differences we use machine learning-based feature selection. Supervised machine learning methods optimize mathematical functions to learn the discrimination of labeled data points. In our case the goal is to learn a model that differentiates between protein structures from deep-sea organisms and protein structures from non-deep-sea organisms. Correspondingly, the labels we use in our experiments are "deep-sea" and "decoy" representing the deep-sea and decoy protein data set respectively. Machine learning algorithms are effective for capturing correlations not only in single features, but in combinations of features.

Figure 1 shows the workflow of our feature evaluation experiments. Initially, we split the collected protein pairs based on the optimal growth temperature (OGT) of their deep-sea source organism. The protein pairs with proteins of (hyper)thermophilic deep-sea organisms (called HT-group) will be used for feature selection. In contrast, pairs with proteins of deep-sea psychrophiles and mesophiles (called PM-group) will be used as an external test set.
Figure 1: The workflow of the feature selection experiments. Initially, the structure pair data is split based on the deep-sea source organism. The pairs of deep-sea (hyper)thermophiles are used to select important protein features with machine learning. Exemplary, for the \( n = 45 \) structure features there are \( 1.4 \times 10^6 \) million feature combinations which are evaluated. The selected features are evaluated on two external test set.

To be able to measure whether combination of features are predictive across different protein families we employ a cluster cross validation strategy. For the creation of the folds we cluster the protein sequences of both deep-sea and decoy samples of the HT-group data set with MMseqs2. We use the connected component clustering mode with a coverage of 0.5 and a \( \text{min}_\text{seq}_\text{id} \) of 0.3, which is more suited to capture transient graph connections and therefore should assign more remote homologs in the same cluster. Subsequently, we ensure that all orthologous pairs are kept in the same cluster by adding new edges representing the orthologous pairs to the graph representing the generated clustering of MMseqs2. On this new graph we compute the connected components again to obtain the final clusters. A fixed number of folds is then generated by assigning the clusters to five folds by trying to keep the size of the folds equal. The folds can be found in the supporting information (folds.tsv).

While four of the five cluster-folds are used for feature selection the remaining cluster-
fold is used as another external test set. With this we evaluate selected features on a fold of deep-sea proteins sequentially dissimilar to those used in feature selection but which are also from (hyper)thermophiles. The performance on the external test sets is determined by models trained on all four folds of the cross validation with the five best performing features from the feature selection. For the PM-group, any decoy chains present in both the PM-group and the four folds used for feature selection are removed from the PM-group before evaluation.

To further investigate the relevance of the decoys’ origin we split the folds based on the decoy source organism. We will call the set of all pairs the DecoyAll set (equivalent to the HT-group). Other decoy sets are specifically selected subsets. The MesoModel set contains pairs with mesophilic model organisms like *Homo sapiens* and *Escherichia coli*. The ThermoAll set contains the structures from thermophilic organisms from literature\(^{24,51}\) of which the ThermoModel set is a subset that only contains proteins of well studied thermophilic organisms for example *Thermus thermophilus* and *Thermotoga maritima*. The feature selection workflow illustrated in Figure 1 is separately conducted for the four different data sets. A list of the decoys source organisms in each group can be found in the supporting information (decoy_subsets.tsv).

We perform feature selection with wrapper methods\(^{52}\) to evaluate different feature combinations and find the optimal feature set for the binary classification task within a large fraction of all possible feature sets. In this feature selection scheme all combinations of a list of single features are enumerated and machine learning models are trained and evaluated with each feature set in the cluster cross validation. The number of possible feature sets is \(2^n - 1\), where \(n\) is the number of features. Enumerating all possible feature sets is infeasible. Therefore, we only evaluate feature sets up to a size of \(s = 5\) features (see Figure 1). Correspondingly, for the \(n = 45\) structure features the number of feature sets is \(\sum_{k=1}^{s=5} \binom{45}{k} = 1,385,979\). The threshold of 5 was chosen as a trade-off between computation time and expected predictive power.
Machine learning algorithms are employed from scikit-learn\(^53\) (version 0.23.2). We use the linear method logistic regression (solver='lbfgs', max_iter=10000) as well as the non-linear methods random forest classifier (n_estimators=200) and the gradient boosting classifier (n_estimators=200) which are both based on ensembles of decision trees. The linear method is comparably simple and will be used as baseline method. The two non-linear ensemble methods are able to capture more complex relationships between features.

The measure of choice to assess the prediction performance of the trained machine learning models is to compute the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC AUC)\(^54\) on the test data sets. The ROC AUC is a threshold free measure assessing the ability of a model to rank positive instances relative to negative instances. This metric provides a value between 0 and 1, where 0.5 represents the random baseline. A useful statistical property is that a ROC AUC of a classification model is equivalent to the probability to rank a randomly selected positive sample higher than a randomly selected negative sample.\(^54\) Consequently, in our experiments, a trained model achieving a ROC AUC of 0.70 would correspond to a 70% probability to rank a randomly selected deep-sea protein before a randomly selected decoy protein based on the given test set.

For the experiments training and test sets were normalized column-wise using the respective training set. We used \(z_{ij} = \frac{x_{ij} - \mu_j}{\sigma_j}\) to compute the normalized feature value \(z_{ij}\) from each feature value \(x_{ij}\). \(i\) denotes the row and \(j\) the column in the feature matrix. \(z_{ij}\) is computed by subtracting the mean \(\mu_j\) of the column from \(x_{ij}\) and divide by the column’s standard deviation \(\sigma_j\).

*Feature Attribution Scheme*

We follow two approaches to not only select predictive features, but to attribute relevance through prediction performance to single features. With this we want to validate our approach and interpret features in the context of protein adaptations to extreme conditions. The basis for these interpretation approaches is the enumeration and evaluation of feature combinations.
In the first approach we will simply evaluate which feature combinations are sufficient to achieve a notable performance in the validation scenario. Small feature subsets, even single features, achieving a comparable or better performance relative to larger sets, like the set of all features indicate highly relevant features in the smaller set.

For the second approach we use the framework of Shapley values\textsuperscript{55} from cooperative game theory. Shapley values provide a concept to attribute contributions single features make in combination with other features to the individual single features. The Shapley value of a feature $i$ is defined as the weighted sum of the marginal contributions $i$ makes when $i$ is included in a feature set $S$:

$$Sh_i(v) = \sum_{S \subseteq N \setminus \{i\}} \frac{|S|!(n-|S|-1)!}{n!} (v(S \cup \{i\}) - v(S))$$

where $N$ is the set of all features, $S$ is a subset of $N$, $n$ is the total number of features and $v$ is a function that maps a feature set to a real number. In our experiments we define $v$ to map a feature set to the ROC AUC value the feature set generates in our experiment. Shapley values can be computed in polynomial time, for example through sampling.\textsuperscript{56} Here in this study, similar to a sampling approach, we compute the contribution of each feature $i$ by considering only the marginal contributions from a sample of all possible coalitions (in our case the subset of all feature combinations we enumerate). Specifically, we use the resulting mean ROC AUC values from the cluster cross validation experiments of all enumerated feature combinations to attribute contributions to each feature $i$ in terms of ROC AUC. In other words, we will compute the Shapley value for each feature $i$ using the mean ROC AUC in the cluster cross validation experiments of all enumerated feature sets. Features with high resulting contribution values would indicate that these features hold valuable information for the classification model.
Results & Discussion

Deep-Sea Protein Data in the PDB

The data set created contains protein structures from 25 deep-sea organisms. In total, 1,281 PDB entries could be retrieved. A comprehensive overview of the distribution of organisms and number of proteins is shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Deep-sea organisms from literature with protein structures in the PDB. The number of PDB entries corresponds to the number after filtering and with redundancy. The Depth column shows the sample depth in the sea. The T column shows the optimal growth temperature (OGT) or the preferred temperature range if not indicated differently. The P column shows the optimal growth pressure or preferred pressure range if not indicated differently. The T-phile column indicates the classification in hyperthermophile (HT) \((T \geq 75^\circ)\), thermophile \((50 \leq T < 75^\circ)\), mesophile \((24 \leq T < 50^\circ)\) and psychrophile \((T < 24^\circ)\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species Name</th>
<th>Depth (m)</th>
<th>T (^\circ) C</th>
<th>P (MPa)</th>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>T-phile</th>
<th>PDB Entries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Pyrococcus horikoshii</em></td>
<td>1395</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>30(^{19})</td>
<td>Archaea</td>
<td>HT</td>
<td>562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Methanocaldococcus jannaschii</em></td>
<td>2600</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>75(^{59})</td>
<td>Archaea</td>
<td>HT</td>
<td>359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Geobacillus sp. HTA-462</em></td>
<td>10897</td>
<td>55-75</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bacteria</td>
<td>HT</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Pyrococcus abyssi</em></td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>20-40</td>
<td>Archaea</td>
<td>HT</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Methanopyrus kandleri</em></td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>20(^{17})</td>
<td>Archaea</td>
<td>HT</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Shewanella lothica</em></td>
<td>1325</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bacteria</td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Methanothermococcus thermolithotrophicus</em></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Archaea</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Thermococcus thioreducens</em></td>
<td>2300</td>
<td>83–85</td>
<td></td>
<td>Archaea</td>
<td>HT</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Oceanobacillus iheyensis</em></td>
<td>1050</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30 (max)</td>
<td>Bacteria</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Persephonella marina</em></td>
<td>2507</td>
<td>73</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bacteria</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Photobacterium profundum</em></td>
<td>2551(^{69,71}) / 5110(^{70})</td>
<td>15(^{69,71}) / 8-12(^{70})</td>
<td>28(^{69,71}) / 10(^{70})</td>
<td>Bacteria</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Idiomarina lothiensis</em></td>
<td>1296</td>
<td>4–46</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bacteria</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Marinactinompora thermotolerans</em></td>
<td>3865</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bacteria</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Shewanella benthica</em></td>
<td>10898</td>
<td>cold</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Bacteria</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Pyrococcus yayanosii</em></td>
<td>4100</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>Archaea</td>
<td>HT</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Moritella profunda</em></td>
<td>2815</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Bacteria</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Shewanella violacea</em></td>
<td>5110</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Bacteria</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Thermovibrio ammonificans</em></td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>75</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bacteria</td>
<td>HT</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Thermococcus chitonophagus</em></td>
<td>2600</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Archaea</td>
<td>HT</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Caldithrix abyssi</em></td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bacteria</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Thermosipho melanesiensis</em></td>
<td>1832-1887</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bacteria</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Cryptococcus liquefaciens</em></td>
<td>6500</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Eukarya</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Shewanella piezotolerans</em></td>
<td>1914</td>
<td>15–20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Bacteria</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Palaeococcus ferrophilus</em></td>
<td>1338</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Archaea</td>
<td>HT</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Methanocaldococcus vulcanius</em></td>
<td>2600</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
<td>Archaea</td>
<td>HT</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The organisms listed in Table 2 were collected in depths greater 1,000 m or an elevated
optimal growth pressure was reported. Based on the collection depth and the linearly in-
creasing pressure through the water column the approximate pressure range the retrieved
organisms inhabit is 10 MPa to roughly 110 MPa (starting from 1,000 m depth). There are 14
Bacteria, 10 Archaea and 1 Eukarya in the data set. The reported optimal growth temper-
atures (or preferred temperature range) of the organisms are between 2°C and 98°C. This
illustrates both extremes of hyperthermophilic and psychrophilic organisms that inhabit the
deep-sea. Following the definition of Hait et al.\textsuperscript{24} for hyperthermophilic (HT) ($T \geq 75^\circ$),
thermophilic (T) ($50 \leq T < 75^\circ$), mesophilic (M) ($24 \leq T < 50^\circ$) and psychrophilic (P)
($T < 24^\circ$) there are 10 hyperthermophilic, 5 thermophilic, 3 mesophilic and 6 psychrophilic
organisms in the data set.

The distribution of protein structures collected from the PDB is imbalanced between
the organisms. This reflects the imbalanced organism distributions in the PDB itself and
is not surprising since that research interest, accessibility and cultivation conditions are
also different for different organisms. Most PDB entries that have been retrieved are from
\textit{Pyrococcus horikoshii} with 562 proteins structures (44%) and \textit{Methanocaldococcus jannaschii}
with 359 structures (28%). Besides the proportions of proteins of the data set that come
from individual organisms it is interesting to look at proportions of groups of organisms. The
10 hyperthermophilic Archaea for example make up the majority of proteins in the data set
(1078 PDB entries, 84%). In addition, 139 protein entries are from thermophilic organisms
which means that 95% of proteins are from organisms living under elevated temperature. In
contrast, only 38 proteins (3%) are from psychrophilic organisms and 25 (2%) from mesophilic
organisms.

These results show that the current state of available protein data of deep-sea organisms
in the PDB is skewed towards individual organisms and towards hyperthermophilic Archaea.
Therefore, it is unlikely that the currently available experimental protein structure data on
deep-sea proteins is representative for the whole population of proteins from the deep-sea
habitat. However, the data available provides a reasonable basis to compare the proteins of deep-sea (hyper)thermophiles to those of organisms from other environments.

**Protein Pair Generation**

Protein chains of the retrieved deep-sea proteins were used to identify related protein chains from non-deep-sea organisms from the PDB named decoys in the following (see methods section).

For 1,243 deep-sea protein chains (1,204 PDB entries) at least one decoy chain could be identified. In total, 19,173 decoy chains were found in the PDB by the protocol (see protein_pairs.tsv in the supporting information). The matching of deep-sea and decoy chains in this step can be represented by a bipartite graph. In this set of pairs a single deep-sea chain can be paired with multiple decoy chains and a decoy chain can be paired with multiple deep-sea chains.

Highly redundant protein chains were removed with MMseqs2 as described in the methods section. The final data set contains 501 deep-sea chains and 8,200 decoy chains that come from 20 different deep-sea and 1,379 decoy organisms and form 17,148 chain pairs. According to the applied clustering criteria 60% of the deep-sea chains were highly similar and therefore redundant. This data set was then grouped into connected component clusters for cluster cross validation (see method section) and is the basis for the machine learning experiments in the following sections.

In Figure 2A the distribution of sequence and structure similarity of the pairs is depicted. We calculated the mean TM-score (mTM-score) as the mean of the two resulting TM-scores from each alignment. The distribution of this structural measure of similarity shows an expected value of 0.69 for the average chain pair indicating considerable structural similarity. In contrast, the mean sequence identity as calculated by TM-align is 0.19, which alone would not suffice to indicate an evolutionary relation. The ranking in Figure 2B lists the most frequent source organisms in the decoy data set based on the number of protein chains. Figure 3 illustrates the 3D protein structures of two examples of deep-sea protein chains and
Figure 2: Distributions of the protein pair data set. a) illustrates the distributions of similarity scores between the protein chain pairs of the deep-sea and decoys data set. The mean TM-score (orange) is calculated by taking the mean of the two resulting TM-scores for each protein structure alignment. b) Lists the 15 most frequent source organisms in the decoy data set based on the number of protein chains.

their paired structures.
Figure 3: Exemplary structures of protein pairs. Structures from deep-sea organisms are colored in red and decoys in grey. The first row shows pairs generated for the aspartate carbamoyltransferase (1ML4 chain A) from the deep-sea organisms *Pyrococcus abyssi* in red (a)). b) shows the structure paired with an ornithine carbamoyltransferase (1PVV chain A) from *Pyrococcus furiosus*. c) structure ensemble with ten different paired protein chains. The second row shows pairs collected for the 3-isopropylmalate dehydrogenase (3VMK chain A) from the deep-sea organism *Shewanella benthica* in red (d)). e) shows the pair with the 3-isopropylmalate dehydrogenase (1CM7 chain A) from *Escherichia coli*. f) structure ensemble with ten different paired protein chains. Structure alignments have been computed with TM-align and are visualized with NGL. Opacity of decoy structures has been set to 0.6 for visualization purposes.

**Machine Learning-based Feature Evaluation**

**Data Preparation**

The compiled protein pair data set was processed for feature selection (see Figure 1). The data was first split based on the deep-sea organisms in the HT-group and PM-group. The HT-group was clustered and grouped into cross validation folds. From the folds subsets were generated based on the source organisms of each decoy in the protein pairs. The composition of the resulting four data subsets of the HT-group are listed in Table 3. Each of these data
sets is evaluated separately with the feature selection workflow in the following.

Table 3: Overview of the protein pair data sets used for feature evaluation. The DecoyAll set contains all deep-sea/decoy protein pairs (equals the HT-group). The other rows are protein pair subsets selected on the decoys source organisms. The MesoModel data sets contains protein pairs with mesophilic model organisms like *Homo sapiens* and *Escherichia coli*. The ThermoAll data set contains pairs with decoy proteins of thermophiles from literature and the ThermoModel data set contains pairs with decoy proteins of model thermophiles like *Thermus thermophilus* and *Thermotoga maritima*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decoy Set</th>
<th>Deep-sea species</th>
<th>Decoy species</th>
<th>Deep-sea proteins</th>
<th>Decoy proteins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All decoy organisms (DecoyAll)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1343</td>
<td>474</td>
<td>7699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesophilic model organisms (MesoModel)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>1215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All thermophilic organisms (ThermoAll)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermophilic model organisms (ThermoModel)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>684</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Can Deep-Sea Proteins be Distinguished?*

As a first analysis we investigate the extent deep-sea proteins can be predicted and distinguished from orthologs, but not which specific features are distinguishing them. We will look into the specific features in the next sections.

The prediction performance of feature sets in the cross validation experiment and on the external test sets are depicted in the first and second row in Figure 4, respectively.

The cluster cross validation results in Figure 4 show the distribution of obtained mean ROC AUC over all enumerated feature combinations in the 4-fold cluster cross validation. Feature sets are plotted by their size, meaning at each $x$ position the distribution of mean ROC AUC of all feature sets containing $x$ features is shown. For example a data point in the column $x = 1$ shows the mean ROC AUC achieved by one of the three used machine learning algorithms in the cross validation by using only a single feature, for example the proportion of ALA in the protein. Correspondingly, in the $x = 2$ column performances of feature sets containing two features, for example the proportion of ALA and VAL is depicted. Figure 4 illustrates the performance of all three used machine learning algorithms at once. The performances per algorithm are comparable and can be found in Figure S1, S2 and S3 in the supporting information.
Figure 4: Prediction performance of protein feature combinations on the different protein pair data sets. The first row shows the distribution of mean ROC AUC in the cluster cross validation. Performance is depicted for all used machine learning methods over all enumerated feature combinations for the four different protein pair data sets (a)-d)). The x-axis shows the number of used features in the feature sets. The performance achieved with protein sequence and structure features is depicted separately. The two rightmost entries on the x-axis show the performance with all sequence and structure features, respectively. The second row shows the single best obtained prediction performance on the external test sets from the 5 best features from feature selection for each of the four protein pair data set (e)-h)). The red horizontal line illustrates the random performance baseline of 0.5.

Three general trends of sequence and structure features can be observed from the cross validation results. First, the best and average performance to distinguish deep-sea proteins from their orthologs increases by including more features in almost all cases. Secondly, a small number of $\leq 5$ features already yield results similar in comparison to using all features. Even single features yield considerable prediction performance in certain cases. Finally, the prediction performance is observed to be higher when using sequence features instead of structure features. In contrast, to these general trends the prediction performance between decoy data sets differs. For the DecoyAll (a)) and MesoModel (b)) decoy sets the best mean ROC AUC performance is $> 0.90$ in both sequence and structure. This is an almost perfect class separation. Substantially lower, but also reasonable predictive are the results on the
ThermoAll (c)) and ThermoModel (d)) set with a best mean ROC AUC of 0.81 for sequence and 0.75 for structure features.

The second row of Figure 4 shows the results on the two hold-out external test sets. Models were generated for the five best performing feature sets from the feature selection for each feature set size and for each algorithm, respectively. Only the best performance over all machine learning algorithms and feature sets are shown. Results for all machine learning algorithms and feature sets can be found in Figure S4-S9 in the supporting information.

The results on the hold-out cluster-fold from (hyper)thermophiles, of the HT-group, show a prediction performance that is comparable to the top performance achieved in the cross validation in all four experiments. In contrast the performance on the deep-sea proteins from psychro- and mesophiles, the PM group, is considerably lower and in most cases not better than a random prediction.

The results of both the cluster cross validation and the external test sets show that deep-sea proteins can be successfully separated from orthologous proteins of different environments. However, the extent of this separation depends strongly on the specific source environment of deep-sea organisms and decoy organisms. Noteworthy, on all data sets but the hold-out PM-group data good to perfect prediction performance could be achieved with both sequence and structure features. Consequently, there are systematic differences across the dissimilar protein clusters of (hyper)thermophilic deep-sea organisms. For the Decoy-All and MesoModel data set these differences are global and very easy to capture, they are even encoded in single features. In contrast, systematic differences in the ThermoAll and ThermoModel sets are less obvious and not global. Further, the poor results on the hold-out PM-group suggest that the most relevant features to recognize deep-sea proteins from (hyper)thermophiles are not necessarily relevant to predict proteins from deep-sea psychrophiles and mesophiles. Different adaptation strategies might exists between these groups. However, with only 27 structures the external test data set on proteins from deep-sea psychro/mesophiles is probably not comprehensive enough for conclusions.
Which Features Are Important?

To determine the features important for predictions we use the attributing schemes described in the methods section, mainly the Shapley values analysis. The Shapley values of all features in the different experiments are depicted in Figure 5 and 6. We also provide the standard deviations of the marginals in Figure S10 and S11 in the supporting information. In addition, the distribution of each individual feature in all four data sets can be found in Figure S12-S25 as well as a list of the best performing feature sets from Figure 4 (best_features files) in the supporting information.

Figure 5: Average ROC AUC contributions of each individual sequence feature over all enumerated and evaluated feature sets in the cluster cross validation. Contributions are computed as the mean of the marginals based on Shapley values. Features are depicted on the x-axis and data sets with the machine learning methods logistic regression (LR), random forest (RF) and gradient boosting (GB) on the y-axis.

The Shapley value plots in Figure 5 and 6 illustrate the average ROC AUC contributions each individual feature makes for sequence and structure features, respectively. More precisely, a cell in the plot shows the average ROC AUC contribution a specific single feature makes on a specific data set for a certain machine learning algorithm in the cluster cross validation.
Figure 6: Average ROC AUC contributions of each individual structure feature over all enumerated and evaluated feature sets in the cluster cross validation. Contributions are computed as the mean of the marginals based on Shapley values. Features are depicted on the x-axis and data sets with the machine learning methods logistic regression (LR), random forest (RF) and gradient boosting (GB) on the y-axis.
Distinct contributions of certain features can be observed from the results. Notably, these distinct features are in accordance with the most predictive feature sets in the cross validation in the respective experiments (see best_features.csv). While the contributions within each experiment are relatively consistent for all three machine learning algorithms (minimal Pearson’s correlation coefficient of 0.93 for sequence; 0.78 for structure) the important features differ between the four experiments. The feature contributions in the DecoyAll and MesoModel experiment are similar (minimal Pearson’s correlation coefficient 0.91 for sequence; 0.90 for structure). Additionally, contributions in ThermoAll and ThermoModel are similar (minimal Pearson’s correlation coefficient of 0.88 for sequence; 0.77 for structure). However, the contributions between ThermoAll, ThermoModel and DecoyAll, MesoModel are rather dissimilar (maximal Pearson’s correlation coefficient of 0.30; 0.31 for structure). Given that the same or similar features are important in the two respective data sets we analyse their results separately.

Deep-Sea Proteins vs. Proteins from All Decoys and Mesophilic Model Organisms

In the DecoyAll and MesoModel experiments the most contributing sequence features are the proportion of GLN, GLU, ILE, LYS, SER, positively and negatively charged residues, polar residues, as well as CYS for the MesoModel experiment. There are also slighter contributions from the proportion of ALA, HIS and THR for the DecoyAll experiment and HIS and THR for the MesoModel experiment. Using only the single most contributing features for classification leads already to a mean ROC AUC of 0.91 (MesoModel with GLN) and 0.83 (DecoyAll with pos. charged residues) in the cross validation (see best_features.csv). This illustrates that the distribution of these residue features alone are highly descriptive. Unsurprisingly, the distribution plots of these features show clear differences between deep-sea proteins and corresponding decoy proteins (see Figure S13 and S16). Specifically, on average deep-sea proteins have less GLN and more positively charged residues than their orthologs from other environments.

For structure features the most contributing features are the proportion of polar sur-
face, positively and negatively charged surface as well as the buried polar residues, buried positively and negatively charged residues and the number of non-interacting anions in the whole protein and on the surface. In addition, salt bridges seem to play a role at the surface and in the whole protein. From these polar and charged surface features are by far the most contributing. Using for example positively and negatively charged surface as feature set yields a mean ROC AUC of 0.85 and 0.90 on the DecoyAll and MesoModel data set with logistic regression in the cross validation. The difference in these features can also be well observed in the distribution plots in Figure S23. On average deep-sea proteins show an increased fraction of charged surface and an decreased fraction of polar surface.

While both sequence and structure features are effective predictors, sequence features are more predictive. It is known that the amino acid composition of an organism’s proteome correlates with the organism and an organism’s environment. However, the trends in important sequence features correspond well to the important structure features considering their physicochemical properties. In both the distribution of charged and polar residues is highly important. The differences in these features even seem to be sufficient to almost perfectly distinguish the here used deep-sea and decoy proteins.

To interpret which biological mechanism these correlations describe it is reasonable to consider the organisms from which the used data was derived. We are comparing deep-sea proteins of mostly hyperthermophilic Archaea. Therefore, it is interesting to determine which features are already attributed to thermal stability in the literature. A recent comparison study by Hait et al. aimed to identify generalized molecular principles of thermal adaptation and extracted "nearly universal" signatures from a larger set of prokaryotes with known optimal growth temperature. The signatures were identified over a diverse set of orthologous protein pairs from (hyper)thermophiles and mesophiles similar to our approach. Hait et al. reported that in 94% of the experiments hyperthermophiles preferred charged amino acids, a pattern that is also very prominent in our results. Additionally, it is reported that the small amino acids GLY and ALA (88%) as well as amid amino acids (96%) are disfavored.
While we only observe a moderate contribution from ALA in the DecoyAll (and none in the MesoModel experiment) and none from GLY we can observe a very strong contribution from the proportion of the amid amino acid GLN, but not ASN. On the structure level Hait et al. reported an increased hydrophobic core (73%), higher exposure of charged/polar surface area (79%) and abundant salt-bridges (83%) as well as a higher number of cation-\(\pi\) interactions (74%). In our result the hydrophobic core and the number cation-\(\pi\) interactions seems to have no noteworthy contribution. However we also observe high contributions of charged and polar surface area as well as ionic interactions (salt bridges). Explicitly, the polar surface is reduced on average in our deep-sea proteins and charged surface and salt bridges are increased.

In conclusion, the comparison of the deep-sea proteins from mainly hyperthermophilic Archaea shows a very strong and simple to capture pattern of protein properties to differentiate them from mesophilic proteins and orthologous proteins in general (as measured on the baseline DecoyAll set). Intriguingly, it seems that the patterns observed are very similar to the protein properties typically attributed to protein adaptations for thermal stability, which are specifically a reduced number of polar and an increased number of charged residues.\(^{14,24,26,90}\) This is not surprising since most available experimental protein structure data from deep-sea organisms comes from hyperthermophilic Archaea. As a consequence, it is complicated to assign these correlations unambiguously to extreme adaptations, like to temperature, pressure or both.

**Deep-Sea Proteins vs. Proteins from Thermophiles**

In the experiments involving only decoy structures from thermophiles (ThermoAll, ThermoModel) the most prominent sequence features are the proportion of ILE and LYS which by far show the highest contributions (see Figure 5). The third most relevant feature is ARG and we can also observe smaller contributions from ASN and LEU. Using LYS or ILE individually as feature sets results in mean ROC AUC values between 0.71 and 0.74 in the cross validation and a similar performance on the external cluster-fold (see Figure 4, best_feature
files). Deep-sea proteins contain more LYS and more ILE on average than their respective decoys (see Figure S13 and S14). In contrast, ARG is slightly decreased on average in deep-sea proteins (see Figure S12). Noteworthy, the feature set of both ILE and LYS is only marginally better than the two features alone, suggesting that both are correlated.

The most contributing structure features (contribution > 0.05) are the number of torsional constraints, buried sulfur residues and number of non-interacting anions at the surface and in the whole protein, as well as, the number of non-interacting acceptors in side chains, surface area of sulfur residues and hydrophobic surface, the positively and negatively charged surface area and buried hydrophobic residues are contributing. These most contributing features correspond well to the best performing single feature sets in the cross validation experiment (see best_features.csv). Notably, on the external test cluster-fold especially the number of non-interacting anions at the surface and in the whole protein show prediction performance consistent with the cross validation when used as single features (ROC AUC of approx. 0.63).

In the literature there are only a handful of studies exploring differences between deep-sea proteins and thermophiles which focus mainly on sequence composition of proteins from deep-sea piezophiles. Nath et al.\textsuperscript{31} determined relevant amino acids to differentiate the protein sequences of piezophilic-thermophilic and thermophilic–nonpiezophilic of \textit{P. yayanosii} and \textit{P. furiosus} as well as \textit{Thermococcus barophilus} and \textit{Thermococcus kodakaren sitis KOD1}. They ranked ARG, LYS, ASN and ILE for the first pair and ILE, LYS and ARG for the second pair as the most important features. These results are in agreement with the results we obtained. In another sequence of studies, Di Giulio\textsuperscript{27,28} also found that especially the frequency of LYS, ILE and ARG are correlated with piezophilic organisms. The author described the hydrostatic pressure asymmetry index for the protein sequences of three pairs of piezophilic-thermophilic and thermophilic–nonpiezophilic organisms, namely \textit{P. abyssis} with \textit{P. furiosus}, \textit{P. yayanosii} with \textit{P. furiosus} and \textit{T. barophilus} with \textit{T. kodakaren sitis}. Interestingly, depending on the organism pairs the correlation was either positive or negative.\textsuperscript{28} The
author reasoned that because both LYS and ARG have similar physicochemical properties at some point in evolution the organisms committed to one or the other. In our experiment we see an increased use of LYS and ILE but an reduced use in ARG meaning that the proteins from organisms we investigate show a positive correlation with LYS and ILE and a negative correlation with ARG.

Again, sequence features are more predictive than structure features. Interestingly, no clear correspondence between the relatively well correlating amino acids LYS and ILE and the properties of important structure features is apparent. A reason for this might be, on the one hand, structural adaptations induced by the sequence adaptations might be simply not well described by our chosen structure features or can not be sufficiently captured from the accuracy or static state of the crystal structure. On the other hand, this discrepancy might be because the amino acid preference is not expressed in structural differences and is therefore potentially unrelated to protein extreme adaptions.

In conclusion, both ILE and LYS and also ARG to a lesser extent are reasonably important in sequence and were also found to be important by others. In contrast, no individual structural feature is contributing very distinctively, except perhaps non-interacting anions. The predictive power of structure features observed in Figure 4 is therefore rather due to combinations of multiple features, instead of a clear preference in one of the single structure feature. The results suggest that this combination is related to non-interacting anions, sulfur containing residues and the flexibility of the protein.

*Important Deep-Sea Protein Features*

When we compare the prediction performance and important features from all four experiments, we observe that deep-sea protein structures are harder to distinguish from structures of thermophiles (ThermoAll, ThermoModel) than from structures of mesophiles and all decoys (MesoModel, DecoyAll). This is not surprising, considering that most (hyper)thermophilic deep-sea organisms are likely evolutionary more similar to the thermophiles. While the important features in the MesoModel experiments are clear, it is not possible to
assign single correlations to individual (or multiple) extreme conditions on these results alone. For this reason, we compared the deep-sea proteins to proteins of thermophiles to further isolate potential pressure adaptations in proteins from (hyper)thermophilic deep-sea organisms.

An interesting result is that the features most important in the ThermoAll and Thermo-Model experiments seem to be relevant also in the MesoModel and DecoyAll experiments (see Figure 5 and 6). Over all four data sets deep-sea proteins contain more LYS and more ILE on average than their respective decoys (see Figure S13 and S14). The only structure features that are reasonably important over all four data sets are the distribution of non-interacting anions in the whole protein and at the surface. Both are increased on average in deep-sea proteins (see Figure S19). These results suggests that the distribution of these features is a rather unique trait of deep-sea proteins.

While our results provide clues about the features characterizing (hyper)thermophilic deep-sea proteins, a clear pattern or mechanism for high pressure adaptations is not apparent. However, effective prediction of deep-sea proteins is possible in all four experiments. These results demonstrate that predictive structural patterns between different deep-sea protein clusters exists. Our most predictive features and feature sets indicate which kind of protein property this hidden pattern might be related to.

Conclusion

Molecular adaptations to the Deep-Sea Environment

The result that proteins of deep-sea (hyper)thermopiles are nearly perfectly separable from proteins from mesophiles likely illustrates the obvious differences between the proteins from thermophiles and mesophiles which have been explored heavily in the past. However, these obvious differences alone are not sufficient to fully enable engineering of proteins towards high temperature and probably other extreme conditions. Our results
on the ThermoAll and ThermoModel data sets show that in addition to the general trends already analyzed in detail, there are other, more complicated patterns in protein sequence and structure correlating with the deep-sea source environment. However, these correlations are not global for the whole population of deep-sea proteins. On the one hand these non-global correlations are in accordance with current believe on pressure adaptations\textsuperscript{4,15} which are stating that pressure adaptations are only present in a subset of deep-sea proteins. Yet, some of the relevant features, most importantly LYS, ILE and charged atoms (especially anions), are shared across protein clusters and different decoy sets, which indicates the same adaptations in different protein classes. On the other hand, it seems that the features characteristic for proteins of deep-sea (hyper)thermophiles differ from those of deep-sea psychrophiles. However, the available structure data on deep-sea psychrophiles is scarce, which make these results not conclusive.

Consequently, the next interesting question to address would be in which deep-sea proteins and protein classes do we see molecular adaptations? One approach would be to investigate the proteins for which the determined important features are relevant. It would also be interesting to analyze individual protein classes that are more likely to hold adaptations, like enzymes involved in the energy metabolism.\textsuperscript{4} In addition, further experiments with different sub-populations of deep-sea organisms are necessary, for example based on evolutionary relation of organisms or the similarity of their source environments, like the prevailing extreme conditions or the metabolism. Besides that, with our experiments we could provide a picture of the importance of a wide range of different features. However, to pin point single highly important features further features need to be evaluated. An interesting example would be the proteins energetics and dynamics, which are not directly captured by our current descriptors or with the static protein structures. In conclusion, there are still multiple directions little explored yet and which are likely to provide valuable clues to disentangle the multiple protein adaptations to extremes.

The Current Status of Protein Structures from Deep-Sea Organisms
The currently available experimental protein structure data from deep-sea organisms in the PDB is scarce. In this work we could retrieve 1281 experimental protein structures (501 non-redundant) from 25 deep-sea organisms (see Table 2). While this constitutes a first data basis to analyze protein structures from deep-sea organisms and the absolute number of structures is probably sufficient for many analyses, the diversity of the retrieved organisms is limited. Most structures are from hyperthermophilic Archaea and 95% of the proteins are from organisms living under elevated temperature while only 5% are from psychrophilic and mesophilic deep-sea organisms. While the protein structure is more informative, the sequence data that is available in more variety and quantity would foster our understanding given the more tangible signals in sequence features.

In contrast, the available structure data for generating orthologous protein pairs with proteins of organisms from other environments from the PDB seems to be plenty. While we generated structure pairs having the same fold and at least remote homology is detectable in sequence, a more stringent sequence similarity likely provides an even less noisy picture of protein differences. However, this would reduce the number of pairs and leave more deep-sea proteins unpaired. Probably the most important bottleneck in the pair generation process is the annotation of the source organisms environments, optimal growth temperature and pressure or even annotation on the individual protein level. This, however, remains a grand and largely multidisciplinary challenge.\textsuperscript{4} Further, while we currently using deep-sea proteins as a proxy for pressure stability (or other extreme adaptations), it would be extremely beneficial to compare protein pairs with experimentally determined low and high pressure stability.

In the future, the ever increasing efforts in environmental metagenomics\textsuperscript{4,12} will provide more genome data from extreme environments. Carefully curated metadata annotation of these genomes with the conditions of their natural environment would provide an invaluable resource to comprehend the relationship between protein structure and environmental conditions. At the same time recent advancement made in protein structure prediction from
sequence provides a incomparable amount of structural protein information which is detached from what is experimentally solvable. Although, we still need to find out whether these methods model the subtleties in protein structures that we are looking for when we search for protein adaptations. Nevertheless, with more data available more comprehensive evaluation on single protein classes could be conducted. In addition, more expressive methodologies could be applied which allow to explore not only handcrafted features but also derive features from the data itself, which might be a fitting approach given the subtlety and context-dependence molecular adaptations are believed to have. An example of these are deep neural networks which we intentionally set aside in this study because of the limited data. Therefore, the future promises to further advance our understanding of the molecular limits of life and to exploit the full potential of enzymes from extremophiles.

Finally, we hope the compiled data set and our feature evaluation will be useful to the community and a helpful starting point for other studies.
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